
Delivering diversity, inclusion &
belonging training to a leading
law firm

"You are both excellent
presenters and did a great
job in getting the audience
involved and driving
engagement. Your
experience and background
helps you to provide real
life examples and
anecdotes/case studies that
resonate with attendees"

Raya Blakeley-Glover
Global Head of Business
Development 

Diversity, Inclusion
& Belonging
A common language
Increased team
confidence
Making a difference

A T  A  G L A N C E

Client Talk worked with trusted partner Doing
Diversity Differently to create two training sessions.
The sessions focused on the who, why and what of
diversity, giving the team a common language. We
also created a safe space to discuss issues, such as
having difficult conversations and responding to
clients about the Bird & Bird diversity journey. In
advance of the sessions, we conducted a survey to
enable us to tailor the sessions to the very specific
needs of the team.

W H A T  W E  D I D

C H A L L E N G E

Bird & Bird is an international law firm that’s
passionate about diversity and inclusion. Its inclusive
culture makes the firm and its marketing and
business development (MBD) team both innovative
and agile. Bird & Bird regularly hosts talks, sessions
and events focused on internal and external D&I
topics, but the business development team were
keen to have a tailored training session to help very
specifically with some of the issues  they were
facing as part of  their role as a key conduit between
client and lawyer. 
  



Understanding
aims and concerns
Talking pitches
A continuous
journey 

A T  A  G L A N C E

A common language and vocabulary that
participants would be happy to use
An understanding of how the MBD team could
contribute to change
A deeper understanding of what clients want in
relation to diversity and why.

Bird & Bird wanted participants to come away with:

It was also important that we provided an
environment where everyone felt supported and
able to share their concerns and hopes. In order to
achieve this not only did we make sure we
understood the very specific aims of the MBD team,
we also worked with the Bids Team to include
examples in the session which were firm specific and
which could be used to generate conversations and
explore the topic in the context of real-life
scenarios.

Participants were able to have conversations around
various D&I issues which increased understanding
across the team. We provided them with a few tools
that could then be taken forward and used to have
further conversations internally. 

The sessions were well attended and the feedback
was overwhelming positive. Diversity, Inclusion and
Belonging is something that needs to be thought
about continuously and these sessions were not
intended to be a “one and done”. They instead
provided a moment to reflect on the journey that
the firm and the MBD team is on and provided
increased confidence and encouragement for the
team to continue to explore and work on it. 

R E S U L T S

"We really enjoyed
working on this project.
It is clear that this is a
team that wants to make
a difference and they
aren't afraid to have
challenging
conversations"

Claire Rason
Director, Client Talk


